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Compliant universal grippers as adaptive feet in legged robots

S. Hauser, M. Mutlu, P. Banzet and A.J. Ijspeert

ABSTRACT
This work investigates the usage of compliant universal grippers as a novel foot design for legged locomotion. The method of jamming of granular media in the universal grippers is characterized by having two distinct states: a soft, fluid-like state which in locomotion can be used to damp impact forces and enable passive shape adaptation especially on rough terrain, and a hard, solid-like state that is more suited to transmit propulsion forces. We propose a system that actively uses and switches between both states of a foot design based on granular jamming and detail the implementation on a quadruped robotic platform. The mechanism is inspired by the stiffness varying function of the tarsal bones in a human foot, and our aim is to understand how the change of foot stiffness can be used to improve the locomotion performance of legged robots. Using the same open loop trot gait in all experiments, it is shown that a fast state transition enables the robot to profit from both states, leading to more uniform foot placement patterns also on rough terrain compared to other tested feet. This results in overall faster gaits and even enables the robot to climb steeper inclined surfaces.
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1. Introduction
In nature, paw-pads of, for example, dogs show a remarkable adaptability that allow them to deal with a variety of terrains. In contrast, the feet of multi-legged robots often are half-sphere-shaped or cylindrically shaped out of different materials (e.g. [1–7]). This design usually allows the simplification of an otherwise complex contact area to a single point, which in turn is used to handle advanced control strategies in closed-loop control. This is especially important in locomotion on uneven/rough terrain. Impressive locomotion capabilities have been demonstrated with this strategy in the respective research. In many cases, the centralized-control-approach usually requires three key ingredients: (i) precise force sensing that accurately measure the ground reaction forces, (ii) precise tracking of joint angle trajectories by the mechatronic system of the robot to execute a planned trajectory and (iii) relatively high computational power to collect all the sensor data, process them and plan the foot trajectories. On the one hand, these requirements can make the application of such a control system to legged robots infeasible due to their large expenses. On the other hand, even though such systems are able to perform well in certain conditions, the results do not necessarily represent animal-like behavior. Partly due to the feet’s inability to adapt, in such systems the roughness of the terrain has to be individually dealt with on a computational level through constantly changing trajectories which rather deteriorates the performance of a robot. Thus, mechanical adaptability in the feet could have the potential to reduce the need for complex control by offloading terrain adaptation from the main computational unit to the feet and hence simplifying the control. However, the design of adaptive feet for legged robots on rough terrain remains a challenge. One available strategy is to increase the number of contact points per foot (as opposed to only one contact point in the case of ‘rigid’ spherical feet) by, for example, splitting the foot into independent sections and let each contact point form ground contact individually. This distributes the roughness to multiple points where the final orientation of the foot is determined by an averaged influence of each point [8–10]. Other works focused in replicating the main features of human feet [11–14] and animal feet [15, 16].

Interestingly, some of the research presented is arguably focused on avoiding the unevenness of the terrain by creating multiple contact points. Our proposition is that creating an actual contact area is more beneficial for the locomotion performance as such an area may actively use the features of the ground (which may be unfavorable for a few contact points or not covered at all) for improved friction and propulsion, thus seeking...
unevenness. Additionally, the weight of a robot is more evenly distributed over a contact area rather than focused on contact points, potentially allowing the robot to also locomote on soft grounds (e.g. sand or snow). Intuitively, it is clear that a spatial conformation of the foot to uneven terrain requires compliance, and thus a soft foot seems desirable. However, as it is described in [17] and further analyzed in [12], a purely soft foot creates new issues. A compliance below a critical level is not anymore able to stabilize the system as the support polygon is not static; applying a required force within the support polygon to compensate a slight shift of the center of gravity of the robot gets absorbed by the compliance, resulting in the robot falling. Moreover, propulsion forces orthogonal to the contact area get absorbed as well. Instead of pushing a robot forward, the movement of, for example, a step will simply exchange energy with the compliance without resulting in a net forward motion. A compromise seems unavoidable – a foot should be soft enough to adapt and stiff enough to allow propulsion.

One possibility to deal with this dilemma is to separate two distinct actions of a foot during stance phase. First, the foot must adapt to the uneven terrain and damp the impact of the foot on the ground to ensure an undisturbed ground contact without slipping and bouncing. Then, it must use the shear forces transmittable in the contact area to create the necessary propulsion forces. As discussed above, these two actions seem to be somewhat opposite to each other. While adaptation and damping requires a certain softness in the system, controlled force transmission prefers a stiff system. A possible class of design methods that can offer such mechanical state-changes are variable stiffness mechanisms. Indeed, the research in [17] states the importance of state-switching and employs a clever mechanism in the foot that passively achieves the state transition using the weight of the robot. Their developed foot consists of four separate fingers that are unconstrained at touchdown to enable the terrain adaptation (the research does not mention damping). The weight of the robot then engages a brake (interestingly related to the principle of jamming that is discussed below) that locks the finger arrangement in place to perform locomotion. Although the work is motivated by developing a ‘sole’ that enlarges the support polygon of the robot during stance, the mechanism creates four contact points per foot without creating an actual contact area – as in animal feet – that could interact as a whole with the structure of the terrain.

In the case of a dog paw, we hypothesize that the adaptive capabilities of the aforementioned paw-pads stems from a complex, local interplay of bones, tissues and muscles which is able to form a contact area that can smoothly transition between soft and hard states. As a result, this leads to extremely versatile locomotion capabilities [18], although the mechanisms are not yet fully understood. In humans, recent research indicates how the transition could function. The bones and muscles together with the surrounding tissue form an inherently compliant structure which can act as a damper at touchdown. A group of bones known as the tarsal bones near the end of the tibia has the ability to change its structural rigidity from flexible to rigid through a rotation of the foot, rearranging these bones in such a way that an interlocked structure is formed. The rotation happens passively during stance phase and is assisted by the contraction of the muscles in the foot that keep the bones in their interlocked arrangement. This allows the propulsion force transmission to the ground until takeoff when the foot becomes compliant again [19, 20].

The goal of this work is to understand how a change of foot stiffness can be used to improve the locomotion performance of legged robots, for which we abstract the mechanism and design and implement it in a quadruped robot. The abstraction aims at simplifying the mechanical construction as a replication of the complex anatomy would be too challenging. In this research, we use the jamming of granular media as the enabling technology as it offers the possibility of state-switching. Granular media behave fluid-like in open space and solid-like in confined (jammed) space [21], and this property has led to a number of applications (e.g. grippers [22], dampers [23] and actuators [24]). Further, it is worth mentioning that in [20] the unlocked configuration of the tarsal bones is described as ‘a loose bag of bones’, unconsciously hinting at the idea to approximate the structure with macroscopic granules. The feasibility of such a foot design has already been investigated in [25], however without the state-switch of the granular media. Nevertheless, it has been shown that jamming membranes possess beneficial damping properties in their soft state and are able to apply sufficient propulsion forces in their jammed state. A more in-depth analysis of the effects of state-switching a jamming membrane on the ground reaction forces can be found in [26] where a jamming membrane drops onto a structured terrain in its soft state and upon impact rapidly (in approx. 60 ms) switches to its hard state. In comparison to a previously used rubber foot and a non-switching jamming membrane, the switching membrane inherits the beneficial damping properties of the soft state, which avoids bouncing and quickly creates an undisturbed ground contact. Further, it is able to transmit the locomotion forces immediately after the damping period by the rapid state-switch, resulting in the maximal shear force transmission in 30% of the time needed for the same force transmission with the rubber foot.
These aspects are promising for the application of fast state-switching jamming membranes to legged locomotion, especially in rough terrain where damping and shape adaptation potentially play a key role in locomotion performance and balance. Further, due to their initial development as universal grippers, jamming membranes can offer a multi-functional use as feet in locomotion and grippers for manipulation.

2. Methods

The numerical simulation of compliant, shape-changing objects is a difficult problem to tackle and moreover likely suffers largely from the reality gap. As our aim is to understand how legged animals could use a change in foot stiffness during locomotion with the help of real robots, we decided to conduct this experimental study in hardware only, and this section explains all the used hardware in detail: the robotic platform, the pump and valve system, the jamming membranes as feet, the on-board and off-board sensors, the control of the main body and the evacuation system and the terrain.

2.1. Robotic platform

2.1.1. Foot design

The foot design is based on the end effector design in [27] with similar dimension as in [26]. A latex balloon with a diameter of approximately 3.5 cm is filled with cubic rubber granules with a side length of 4 mm (Neukadur Prototex HS 75). The open end of the balloon is clamped between a disk and a lid that form an airtight seal where each foot is connected by a tube to the pump-valve system (Figure 1(a)). The reasons to use compliant cubes as granules instead of, for example, ground coffee are threefold. First, it has been shown by [28] that cubic granules perform a geometrical jamming due to their shape, which enables jamming with less pressure difference. This results in less demanding specifications for the pump, i.e. a smaller, lighter pump which could prove beneficial for such a mobile jamming application. Second, the same research and [27] show that these compliant granules have the ability to change the overall stiffness of the membrane linearly with the applied vacuum pressure. Even though evacuation to different vacuum pressure levels has not been implemented in this work, a change in membrane stiffness could become important especially in different gait patterns and higher frequencies. Third, bigger granules result in less memory effect which occurs by the pack of granules sustaining the shape adaptation even after the deformation of the membrane. Resetting the granules to their initial, unpacked arrangement can be achieved by a burst of positive pressure (e.g. [29]) which would require a separate positive pressure reservoir. In order to keep the evacuation system as light as possible, only a vacuum reservoir has been implemented, and the membrane reset to only atmospheric pressure showed a sufficient mitigation of the memory effect.

2.1.2. Main body

The main body of the robot is largely based on the design in [30] where this robot was used to investigate a local feedback mechanism for active stabilization. A rectangular, wooden plate holds all components and four legs are attached on its edges. Each leg consists of two servo motors for hip (Dynamixel RX-28, 18 V) and knee joint (Dynamixel AX-12A, 12 V) that are connected in series such that their movement is in the sagittal plane. The dimensions of the body are 28 cm x 41 cm and the length of each leg (with the foot) is 23 cm. The total weight of the robot is 30 N (Figure 2 left).

2.1.3. Evacuation system

Even though a mechanism for fast evacuation of a single foot based on a closed-air solenoid and syringe system has been implemented in [26], the system had to be modified because the same mechanism was not scalable for a mobile quadruped. Hence, another system with...
Figure 2. The robotic platform. Left: The quadruped robot standing on the used rough terrain. A main body frame holds an embedded PC (Odroid), IMU and the separate evacuation control unit. Four legs are fixed on each edge, consisting each of two servo motors in series (hip and knee) and the foot. Middle: The pump, vacuum reservoir and valves are fixed underneath the main frame. The evacuation of each foot is triggered by a load cell mounted directly on top of the jamming membrane. Right: Configuration of the leg with an OptoForce (OF) sensor as the foot and parameters of the trajectory.

a reservoir and valves has been developed. A vacuum pump continuously evacuates a single reservoir volume formed by a PCV pipe to which each foot is connected over a separate valve. The valve normally directs the airflow of a foot to atmospheric pressure (soft state). When triggered by a load cell, the valve connects the airflow of a foot to the vacuum reservoir, causing the foot to evacuate to the level of vacuum pressure inside the reservoir (hardened state). These switches are activated depending on the stance and swing phase of each leg individually, described in Section 2.3.2.

When dimensioning the pump-valve system, two main aspects were taken into consideration: the required vacuum pressure level and the speed of the evacuation, both defining the performance of the pump, the size of the reservoir and the specifications of the valves. Additionally, the system should be as light as possible to be able to be integrated in a mobile quadruped robot. For the specific requirements, it has been shown in [25] that a pressure difference of \(-180\) mbar in the jamming membrane versus atmospheric pressure produces a significant effect on the locomotion performance, hence the desired pressure difference was around \(-200\) mbar. Further, [26] shows that an evacuation speed of around 60 ms is needed to enable the advantages of state-switching. In order to find the performance requirements for the mechatronic components, we define two separate systems, one foot and the reservoir, at two different states – before evacuation and after evacuation – and consider that the pump is switched off in both states (Figure 1(b)). Since this action only requires the valve to open, it is clear that the total mass of the air during this process stays unchanged, i.e.

\[
n_{fb} + n_{rb} = n_{fa} + n_{ra}
\]  

(1)

where \(n_{fb}\) is the number of moles of air in the foot before evacuation, \(n_{fa}\) is the number of moles of air in the foot after evacuation, and analogue for the moles in the reservoir \(n_{rb}\) and \(n_{ra}\). By considering air as an ideal gas and constant temperature, we can substitute Boyle's law into each component of Equation (1), solve for the unknown pressure inside the reservoir before evacuation and obtain

\[
p_{rb} = p_{des} \cdot \frac{V_{fa} + V_r}{V_r} - \frac{p_{fb} \cdot V_{fb}}{V_r}
\]  

(2)

where \(p_{rb}\) is the required pressure in the reservoir before evacuation in (mbar), \(p_{des}\) the desired final vacuum pressure in (mbar), \(V_r\) the constant volume of the reservoir in (mL), \(p_{fb}\) the pressure in the foot before evacuation in (mbar), \(V_{fb}\) the air volume in the foot before evacuation in (mL) and \(V_{fa}\) the air volume in the foot after evacuation in (mL). Equation (2) describes an inversely proportional relationship between the volume of the reservoir and the initial vacuum in the reservoir before evacuation of the foot, i.e. a larger reservoir puts the required initial vacuum pressure closer to the final desired pressure which in turn reduces the power requirements of the pump. In our case, we define \(p_{des} = 800\) mbar, \(p_{fb} \approx 1000\) mbar at atmospheric pressure and \(V_{fb} \approx 10\) mL. A PVC vacuum reservoir of 500 mL seemed feasible both in size and weight. Since the soft foot deforms under the vacuum, \(V_{fa}\) will be only a fraction of \(V_{fb}\) and thus around two orders of magnitude smaller than \(V_r\). In Equation (2), we therefore neglected the contribution of \(V_{fa}\) which simplifies the first term to \(p_{des}\), resulting in a required pressure of \(p_{rb} = 780\) mbar. Next, we need to find a vacuum pump with the appropriate airflow at this vacuum pressure level, i.e. a vacuum pump must be able to evacuate the air volume of the foot within a required time. By again using Boyle's law in Equation (3), we find that the foot volume \(V_{fb}\) of 10 mL at \(p_{fb} = 1000\) mbar equals a volume \(V_{eq}\) of 12.8 mL at \(p_{rb} = 780\) mbar by
setting
\[ V_{eq} = \frac{p_{fb} \cdot V_{fb}}{p_{r}} \]  

This only represents the evacuation volume of one foot. The real robot with four feet connected to the reservoir (Figure 1(c)) was designed to have a gait cycle of maximum 1 Hz, meaning that there are at most four evacuation events per second. This results in an airflow of \( 4 \times 12.8 \text{ mL/s} = 3072 \text{ mL/min at } 780 \text{ mbar} \). Small-scale diaphragm pumps offer the possibility to reach relatively high levels of vacuum pressure suitable for the present system, hence by taking some performance losses due to for example tubing into account, a stronger, relatively lightweight diaphragm pump with the appropriate specifications has been used (Parker D743-21-01, parallel airflow of \( \approx 3300 \text{ mL/min at } 780 \text{ mbar} \)). Concerning the tubes, it has been demonstrated in [26] that silicone tube with an inside diameter of 3 mm is wide enough to enable the evacuation in 60 ms, thus the same tube was used. At last, the same airflow and pressure requirements also apply to the valves used for each foot (SMC VK332W-6DO-M5-Q). Both pump and valves run on 12 V which is already available on the robotic platform. The pump, valves, reservoir and feet altogether weight roughly 10 N (i.e. one-third of the total body mass).

2.2. Sensors

A variety of on-board and off-board sensors are integrated in the system, both for measuring locomotion parameters and controlling the robot. On-board are encoders in each servo motor, an IMU (Xsens MTi-3 AHRS) measuring roll, pitch and yaw angles as well as acceleration in \( x-, y- \) and \( z \)-direction. Additionally, each leg is equipped with a load cell (CZL635 0–5 kg) that – with a separate Arduino Nano – measures the load on each leg (Figure 1(a)). This information is used by the evacuation controller to distinguish stance and swing phase of each leg. The Arduino also reads a pressure sensor (Honeywell 030PAAAS5) connected to the fore left foot to measure the evacuation speed and the reached vacuum pressure level (Figure 2 middle). Further, a Motion-Capture system (MoCap) system provides off-board position and orientation data of the trunk of the robot as well as the position of the lid of the fore right foot.

All the on-board sensors are connected via USB and the off-board sensors via WiFi to an embedded on-board PC (Odroid-XU4) that controls the servo motors and logs all sensor data. The evacuation system of the feet however is designed to be a standalone control unit that can be switched on and off separately and shares no communication with the main PC besides the logging.

2.3. Control

2.3.1. Foot trajectory

The foot trajectory is the same as in [30] which has been obtained by a particle swarm optimization of swing amplitude \( \theta_{max} \), swing height \( h_{sw} \) and locomotion speed. The trajectory controller employs an oscillator in each leg that moves each foot back and forth in an elliptical fashion with a swing amplitude of \( \theta_{max} = 0.3 \text{ rad} \) and swing height of \( h_{sw} = 1.5 \text{ cm} \) in position control. The dimensions of the lengths of the upper thigh \( l_1 \) and the lower thigh \( l_2 \) have been updated to \( l_1 = 79 \text{ mm} \) and \( l_2 = 110 \text{ mm} \). The control is kept open loop and the phase lag of the legs are chosen such that the robot performs the same trotting gait for all experiments. For the gaits involving an inclined surface, the trajectory has been rotated backwards around the hip joint by \( \theta_0 = 0.1 \text{ rad} \) (see Figure 2 right for details) to shift the center of gravity slightly forward to assist the climbing up movement. Due to bandwidth limitations of the servo motors, a gait frequency of 0.5 Hz is selected for all experiments.

2.3.2. Jamming membrane state-switch

The evacuation is controlled by the separate Arduino that processes the data from each load cell in a binary fashion: as soon as a load cell detects the touchdown of a foot, the valve of that foot gets activated which leads to the evacuation of the foot. Once the leg is determined to be in swing phase, the valve deactivates which makes the foot reset to atmospheric pressure. It is important to notice that this control is local only and acts on each foot individually, regardless of the state of the respective leg or the other legs.

2.4. Terrain

The terrain selection is guided by the hypotheses that (1) the jamming membranes improve friction and damping properties and also influence the overall balance of the robot and (2) the shape adaptation and state-switch of the jamming membranes enables the robot to locomote faster on rough terrain and climb steeper slopes. Hence, a flat smooth ground is used to form a baseline, however the majority of the experiments are performed on rough terrain. The terrain consists of a series of bricks fixed on a wooden panel of 0.8 m width and 3 m length. The bricks form a landscape of continuous roughness as well as discrete transitions between the bricks. Figure 2 (left) shows the roughness of the terrain in comparison to the robot. This terrain is used in the three configurations flat, inclined by 3 degrees and inclined by 5 degrees.
3. Experiments

3.1. Evacuation speed

The first experiment was designed to validate the performance of the evacuation system. The robot is initialized to its trot gait and put on flat, smooth ground after the full vacuum in the reservoir has been generated by the pump. The pressure sensor is measuring the pressure in the fore left foot. The trigger to the valve that evacuates this foot is set to activate as soon as its load cell bears more than 3 N during stance phase which represents 10% of the robot's weight. The pressure and load are measured for seven walking cycles and for each cycle, the time between triggering the stance phase and reaching the maximal vacuum pressure level in the foot is calculated as well as triggering the swing phase and the time to reset the foot.

3.2. Altering ground reaction forces

After the successful validation of the evacuation system, the altering of ground reaction forces was investigated to test the improvement of friction and damping properties in hypothesis (1). As described earlier, the jamming membrane is thought to act in two stages: it first damps vertical impact forces of the touchdown in its soft state and enables shape adaptation, which is expected to lead to a faster undisturbed contact between the membrane and the terrain, and then transmits horizontal propulsion forces after the state-switch to the hardened state. To exploit the full advantages of this state-switch, it is clear that it should transfer the physical characteristics of the membrane from the best case for damping and shape adaptation to the best case for force transmission. As described earlier, we may not achieve the best force transmission configuration as we only investigate one solid-like state given by the performance of the evacuation system. This only creates a more suitable condition for controlled force transmission but not necessarily represents the best case; more experiments in further studies are needed to move towards optimality. However, for the damping and shape adaptation configuration, the best case is when the granules are able to flow under atmospheric pressure. It is shown in [27] and [25] that any negative pressure difference in the membrane changes the spring characteristics and thus bounciness, deteriorating the damping capabilities. Additionally, unconstrained shape adaptation requires the granules to be in their unjammed state which is the case when no pressure difference between the surrounding atmosphere and the inside of the membrane is present. These considerations lead to the rationales that for our experiments, (i) the state-switch is necessary as it is the enabling method to modify the physical characteristics of the foot which is the basis for our hypotheses and (ii) the state-switch occurs from atmospheric pressure to the pressure difference given by the evacuation system to produce the maximal modification in these physical characteristics.

Even though it is intuitive that the state-switch should happen as quickly as possible, it could be beneficial to delay the switch, especially not to weaken the damping phase (e.g. the membrane is hard before the impact is fully damped which would prevent the maximal damping effect). Thus, drop tests similar to [26] have been performed with different delays. A jamming membrane with its load cell is fixed on a hinge that restricts the movement to only let the membrane fall vertically onto a horizontally moving force plate from a height of 1.5 cm (maximal height of the stance phase). The foot is weighted such that the steady-state vertical gravitational force corresponds to one quarter of the robot's weight (7.5 N). A treadmill moves the force plate horizontally with 8.3 cm/s (0.3 km/h), which is comparable to the tested maximal speed of the robot with the jamming membrane feet (9.6 cm/s). The membrane is then dropped onto the force plate which records the vertical and horizontal forces during and after touchdown at 10,000 Hz. Figure 3 shows the setup of the drop test experiments. The drops were also recorded with a high-speed camera at 960 fps. The time between the detection of ground contact by the load cell and the activation of the evacuation valve is varied between 0, 25, 50 and 75 ms. For each configuration, three trials were recorded and smoothed with a moving average filter with a window size of 10 and equal weights. Then, the mean and standard deviation is calculated with the curves synchronized to the time of the maximal force of the first impact force peak. Additionally, the results are compared to the previously used OptoForce sensors as well as the jamming membrane under only atmospheric pressure (soft state) and full vacuum pressure (hardened state), respectively.

3.3. Locomotion performance

At last, the locomotion performance of the robot with the jamming membranes as feet is analyzed. To test the shape adaptation and locomotion performance in hypothesis (2), locomotion is performed on four different terrain layouts: (i) flat, smooth ground, (ii) flat, rough terrain, (iii) rough terrain with an inclination of 3 degrees and (iv) rough terrain with an inclination of 5 degrees. On each of these layouts, the locomotion performance is compared in four different foot configurations: (i) OptoForce sensors (OF), (ii) jamming membranes with state-switch (JMSS, 0 ms delay), (iii) jamming membranes in atmospheric pressure (JMA) and (iv) jamming membranes in their vacuumed state only (JMV). For each run, the robot...
was first ensured to be in a steady-state locomotion pattern. Then, 10 consecutive walking cycles are recorded which includes IMU data, tracking of the main body frame and tracking of the fore left foot.

## 4. Results and discussion

### 4.1. Evacuation speed

In Figure 4, the vacuum pressure of the fore left foot is shown for one gait cycle together with the load cell measurement of the foot. Although the system was designed to achieve a pressure difference of around $-200 \text{ mbar}$, Figure 4 shows that a pressure difference of around $-500 \text{ mbar}$ is reached. This can be explained with the slower gait frequency of 0.5 Hz instead of 1 Hz. This effectively halves the required airflow from 3072 mL/min at 780 mbar absolute pressure to around 1500 mL/min which the pump is still able to deliver at 600 mbar absolute pressure. Considering an overestimation of the foot volume, the airflow likely is even lower, dropping the final pressure to 500 mbar absolute pressure. The larger pressure difference could question the reported observations made for the smaller pressure difference in [25]. However, instead of adjusting the mechatronic components to achieve the weaker $-200 \text{ mbar}$ difference, we speculated that the qualitative aspects of the state-switch (namely to trade damping and adaptation capabilities for force transmissibility) still hold true, and may even be more pronounced with the higher pressure difference. Nevertheless, the system is potentially over-performing and could be designed with lighter and less power-consuming components, especially a less powerful pump which is the main reason for the higher pressure difference. Moreover, we did not investigate the optimal pressure difference; our experiments with this type of membrane and granules however suggest that a wide range of pressure difference is able to create the desired effect of state-switching, potentially with varying characteristics which may be useful for gait-dependent stiffness adaptation. In any case, even the larger pressure difference is achieved in $61 \pm 3.8 \text{ ms}$ from the time that the load cell triggers the evacuation, and the evacuation itself takes only $49 \pm 4.1 \text{ ms}$. This was considered well within the desired characteristics. Further, even though no active inflation process is implemented, the membrane reset to atmospheric pressure after the trigger takes only $47.7 \pm 4.4 \text{ ms}$ (where the actual inflation takes $31.9 \pm 4.9 \text{ ms}$). Concerning the load, it can be seen that a trigger of 3 N (10% of the total body mass of 30 N) is appropriate to avoid false triggers due to noise. Further, the leg typically supports 15 N during the stance phase which is the moment where the total body mass is supported by two legs only, resulting in each leg bearing half of the total load. No significant force peaks due to impacts and dynamical effects are visible.

### 4.2. Altering ground reaction forces

The force measurements of the drop tests are displayed in Figure 5. Each graph shows the mean and standard deviation of the three trials performed. For each configuration, the motion of the foot undergoes different phases. At first, depending on the damping capabilities, bouncing may occur in which the vertical force recordings show a declining force peak pattern. During this period, the
horizontal forces onto the moving ground are stochastically around zero as no proper ground contact has been formed yet. Only after the foot comes close to a rest in vertical motion, it is able to cause a gradual increase in the horizontal forces. All configurations then end in a steady-state sliding motion with comparable forces in both horizontal and vertical directions. The two main criteria for selecting the best foot configuration are the damping behavior and the propulsion delay where we are aiming at the fastest impact damping and shortest propulsion delay. The top graph in Figure 5 focuses on the damping of the vertical impact (normal) forces. It can be seen that the OF sensor possesses poor damping capabilities which is manifested in several bounces after the initial touchdown. This is an undesired effect as it delays the transmission of the horizontal propulsion forces which is expected to reduce the locomotion speed. For the jamming membrane under full vacuum (JMV), the bouncy behavior is less pronounced with three peaks that can be distinguished after the initial touchdown. Additionally, the fully jammed membrane results in the overall stiffest configuration. This is visible in the force peak of the first touchdown which is higher and shorter than in the other configurations, as well in the higher bouncing frequency, indicating inferior damping capabilities. At last, the best damping characteristics are shown by the state-switching jamming membranes which display at most two rebounds. For the state-switching jamming membranes with different delays, no significant observation could be made as they all show a similar damping behavior. The influence of the delay is more visible in the bottom graph of Figure 5 where horizontal propulsion forces are visible for the different configurations. OF and JMV are excluded and omitted for visibility reasons and due to their inferior damping characteristics and only the state-switching jamming membrane cases are shown (JMSS). A tendency for later shear force transmission with increasing evacuation delays is visible, for example between 100 and 250 ms the cases with a shorter delay already transmit higher shear forces. This trend together with the observation about the similar damping behavior above led to the selection of the case with the shortest delay possible, i.e. the jamming membrane with 0 ms evacuation delay has been chosen for all following experiments.

4.3. Locomotion performance

The collected tracking data is split into two metrics. The tracking of the main body of the robot is converted into a global speed \( v \) (cm/s) by calculating the overall difference in forward motion \( \Delta x \) in (cm) over the duration of 10 cycles (\( = 20 \) seconds), i.e. \( v(cm/s) = \Delta x(cm)/20(s) \). The respective speed for each tested configuration is indicated in Table 1. It can be seen that the OF sensors outperform the other feet on the flat, smooth terrain.

**Figure 5.** Force measurements of the drop tests, each graph shows the mean (bold) and standard deviation (shaded area) of three trials. Top: Vertical impact forces. OF and JMV bounce off the ground several times, delaying the transmission of horizontal propulsion forces. The jamming membranes possess an improved damping, however different evacuation delays in the jamming membranes does not significantly alter the damping behavior. Bottom: Horizontal propulsion forces (OF and JMF are omitted for clarity). A shorter evacuation delay has a tendency to a faster shear force transmission (e.g. between 100 and 250 ms), thus the shortest evacuation delay of 0 ms has been chosen for the locomotion experiments.
Table 1. Speed comparison on different terrains. While OF has the fastest locomotion on flat, smooth terrain, the state-switching jamming membrane outperforms all other foot configurations on rough terrain and is even able to climb a 5 degree inclined slope.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Terrain</th>
<th>Foot</th>
<th>Speed $v$ (cm/s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Flat</td>
<td>OptoForce (OF)</td>
<td>12.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM state-switch (JMSS)</td>
<td>9.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM atmospheric (JMA)</td>
<td>8.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM vacuum (JMV)</td>
<td>10.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rough</td>
<td>OptoForce (OF)</td>
<td>4.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM state-switch (JMSS)</td>
<td>6.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM atmospheric (JMA)</td>
<td>5.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM vacuum (JMV)</td>
<td>6.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclined 3°</td>
<td>OptoForce (OF)</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM state-switch (JMSS)</td>
<td>5.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM atmospheric (JMA)</td>
<td>2.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM vacuum (JMV)</td>
<td>4.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inclined 5°</td>
<td>OptoForce (OF)</td>
<td>1.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM state-switch (JMSS)</td>
<td>3.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM atmospheric (JMA)</td>
<td>0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>JM vacuum (JMV)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 6. Foot trajectories of the configurations OF, JMSS, JMA and JMV. Each subplot shows approximately 2 gait cycles on flat smooth terrain, followed by 10 gait cycles on flat rough terrain. Each cycle is colored from takeoff (black) to the end of the next stance phase (beige). OF switches to a stochastic, bouncy behavior with non-uniform foot placement when put on rough terrain and a similar transition is visible for JMA, although less pronounced. JMSS and JMA both roughly keep their regular foot placement pattern also on rough terrain due to their superior damping capabilities. A ‘wiggle’ around the contact area formed by the touchdown reduces the average step length of JMSS compared to JMA as part of the leg motion is absorbed by the soft compliance. Due to the state-switch, JMSS is able to use the full propulsion movement of the leg, outperforming the other foot configurations in terms of speed in all the experiments involving rough terrain.

All jamming membranes perform roughly similarly with JMA being the slowest configuration. However, when switching the terrain to the flat, rough case, the speed of the OF sensor feet drastically drops and all jamming membranes locomote faster with the state-switching membrane taking the lead. This tendency gets more pronounced in the inclined terrain cases: the state-switching membrane is considerably faster than any of the other configurations – followed by the full vacuum case – and is even able to climb a 5 degrees inclined terrain where the other foot configurations regularly would get stuck.

The second metric of the tracking data considers the foot tracking and is of more qualitative nature. Figure 6 shows the trajectory of the fore right foot for each foot configuration. In each subplot, approximately two gait cycles of the foot moving on flat, smooth surface is shown. Then, 10 gait cycles of the foot on flat, rough terrain are displayed. Each cycle is colored from takeoff (black) to the end of the next stance phase (beige). The differences in the trajectories on the feet give some insight into the speed metric in Table 1 as the trajectory behavior can vary substantially. In the case of OF, a clean trajectory on smooth terrain can be seen which switches to a rather bouncy and stochastic behavior on rough terrain. The foot placement spacing is not uniform anymore and the robot may even go backward for a short duration,
explaining the sudden loss in performance of this foot from smooth to rough terrain. The jamming membrane under full vacuum has a similar difference in the shapes of the trajectories as the OF case, however less significant. Nevertheless, the higher bounciness compared to JMSS and JMA leads to irregularities in the foot placement, reducing the speed. Both JMSS and JMA are able to keep the trajectory consistent to the smooth ground which is a result of their superior damping capabilities. Their difference lies in the step length. Each step of JMA seems to be slightly shorter than for JMSS due to a ‘wiggling’ around the formed contact area at touchdown and especially at takeoff. The wiggle occurs when part of the motion of the leg is absorbed by the soft compliance instead of generating propulsion, thus slightly reducing the step length. In the case of JMSS, the full propulsion movement of the leg can be used due to the state-switch, resulting in JMSS outperforming the other configurations on all the tested cases involving rough terrain.

The specifics of the discussed effects of jamming membranes are highlighted in the supplementary video where slow motion recordings of selected cases are compared. The video includes the drop tests, a close-up of the state-switching membrane during locomotion, the differences in the touchdown behavior and real-time robot locomotion on different terrains. Snapshots of the stance behavior of JMSS are shown in Figure 7.

5. Conclusion and future work

This work presents an experimental study on the usage of compliant universal grippers as feet for legged locomotion. Universal grippers use the concept of jamming of granular media to switch between two states: a soft, fluid-like state where granules can flow freely, and a hard, solid-like state where the granules are locked in an arrangement. In the context of feet for locomotion, the soft state can provide a damping mechanism that dampens the vertical impact forces at touchdown, enabling a faster undisturbed ground contact. Additionally, the soft state allows a passive shape adaptation of the foot to the ground which is especially useful when locomoting on rough terrain. The state-switch can then be used to harden the foot in this terrain-adapted shape to transmit the horizontal propulsion forces.

We propose a standalone system based on a vacuum pump, a reservoir and valves that is able to quickly and continuously switch the state of jamming membranes as feet. The implementation of the system into a quadruped robotic platform is detailed. The robot consists of a main body and four legs, each formed by two servo motors in series with the jamming membrane as the foot attached. A first validation of the system shows that each foot can separately evacuate to a pressure difference of $-500$ mbar versus atmospheric pressure in roughly 60 ms, and inflate back to atmospheric pressure in 50 ms. In the used trot gait at 0.5 Hz with a duty factor of 0.5, this corresponds to 6 % and 5 % of the stance and swing duration, respectively. Each foot uses the trigger of a local force feedback from a load cell to switch between states independently, regardless of the state of the other legs. A second series of experiments evolved around the optimal delay between the detection of the trigger and the actual evacuation which was investigated by drop tests of the jamming membranes onto a moving force plate, measuring vertical impact forces and horizontal propulsion forces during and after touchdown. The shortest possible delay was then selected for locomotion experiments both on flat, smooth terrain and flat and inclined rough terrain. It is shown that the superior damping capabilities of the state-switching jamming membrane compared to previously used feet result in a more uniform foot placement pattern even on rough terrain. This enables the robot configuration with state-switching jamming membranes to locomote faster than the other tested configurations on flat rough terrain and even allows the robot to climb steeper inclined terrains with the same open loop control of the foot trajectory.

Currently used feet in legged robots are often simplistic half-spheres of various materials and rarely possess neither stiffness variability nor shape adaptation capabilities which could play a key role in the versatility and locomotion performance of animals. In contrast to contemporary used feet, the unconventional foot design based on the jamming of granular media is a novelty as an attempt to abstract the complex interaction of bones,
muscles and tissues often present in animal feet. It is shown that jamming membranes are able to mimic both the compliance and shape adaptation as well as the stiffness variability. Moreover, the transition between these states through the formation of an interlocked system is not unlike the mechanism in humans created by locking and unlocking the tarsal bones. We regard the preliminary results in this work as a validation of our approach and see much potential in the method of jamming for the application of legged locomotion.

As this is the first prototype of a mobile quadruped with jamming membranes as feet, there are many possibilities of improvement. For experiments on real outdoor terrains, mechanical modifications are needed especially to increase the durability of the membranes. Over the course of the performed experiments, three membranes had to be replaced due to rupture. A real rough terrain is likely to possess more features that can harm the membrane. Although there has been work on different membrane materials [31, 32], in this study we only explored the often used party latex balloons. Further, transferring the system onto a more powerful robotic platform would give insight into the scalability and limitations of the proposed system. This could include dynamic gaits which are not feasible on the used platform. On such a robot, it could be interesting to have the ability to choose the evacuation vacuum pressure – for example based on the gait frequency or ground reaction forces – which would allow a gait-tuned selection of damping and spring characteristics of the foot. In the current system, a foot can only evacuate to a predefined vacuum pressure level in a binary fashion; a more advanced evacuation system would have to be developed. However, the viability of jamming membranes as feet in legged locomotion and their advantages and basic working principles could be demonstrated with this simple system, leaving open many possible directions for further development. Further, jamming membranes can offer the possibility of multi-functional usage as feet, manipulators/grippers and even sensors (e.g. for climbing in [27]).
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